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Abstract. Efficient algorithms for computing linear convolutions based on the fast Fourier
transform are developed. A hybrid approach is described that combines the conventional practice
of explicit dealiasing (explicitly padding the input data with zeros) and implicit dealiasing (math-
ematically accounting for these zero values). The new approach generalizes implicit dealiasing to
arbitrary padding ratios and includes explicit dealiasing as a special case. Unlike existing imple-
mentations of implicit dealiasing, hybrid dealiasing tailors its subtransform sizes to the convolution
geometry. Multidimensional convolutions are implemented with hybrid dealiasing by decomposing
them into lower-dimensional convolutions. Convolutions of complex-valued and Hermitian inputs of
equal length are illustrated with pseudocode and implemented in the open-source FFTW++ library.
Hybrid dealiasing is shown to outperform explicit dealiasing in one, two, and three dimensions.
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1. Introduction. The convolution theorem provides a method for efficiently
computing circular convolutions using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs). However,
many applications require linear convolutions; these can be computed using the con-
volution theorem by padding the data with a sufficient number of zeros to avoid
polluting the result with aliases: errors that arise from the lack of periodicity in
the input. The standard practice is to pad the input arrays explicitly with zeros
before taking the FFT. While this accomplishes dealiasing, it requires reading and
multiplying values that are known a priori to be zero.

Implicit dealiasing [3, 15] provides an alternative to explicit dealiasing. The FFTs
are formulated to take account of the known zero values implicitly, avoiding the need
for explicit zero padding. In previous work, the focus was on developing implicit
dealiasing for 1/2 and 2/3 padding ratios [13] (these fractions refer to the ratio of input
data length to the zero-padded buffer size) for complex and Hermitian symmetric
input data. While these cases are important for applications, such as signal processing
and pseudospectral methods for solving partial differential equations [14, 9], many
applications do not satisfy these requirements.

The goal of this work is to formulate and develop a systematic framework, which
we call hybrid dealiasing, for the efficient dealiasing of complex-valued convolutions
with arbitrary padding ratios. The decomposition of multidimensional dealiased con-
volutions into padded FFTs and one-dimensional subconvolutions [3, 15] is crucial for
the enhanced performance afforded by hybrid dealiasing, even when the zero padding
is explicit.

In section 2, we review the concept of implicit dealiasing and introduce hybrid
padding. Sections 3 and 4 then extend hybrid padding to centered and Hermitian sym-
metric data. In section 5, we discuss how to compute multidimensional convolutions
efficiently by decomposing them into lower dimensional convolutions. An overview
of numerical optimizations and results are given in sections 6 and 7. Finally, future
applications of this work are discussed in section 8.

2. Complex convolutions in one dimension. Let X denote the space of
sequences with bounded support equipped with addition and scalar multiplication.
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Let A,B ∈ N. An operator C : XA 7→ XB is a general convolution if there
exists M ∈ N and a pointwise operator M : XA 7→ XB (called the multiplication
operator), which satisfies

dft[C(f1, . . . ,fA)] =M(dft[f1], . . . ,dft[fA]),

where f1, . . . ,fA have been zero-padded to length M and dft denotes the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of each component of its argument. An important special
case is the convolution of two sequences f = {fj}j∈Z and g = {gj}j∈Z given by
(f ∗ g)j .

=
∑

i∈Z figj−i, where we use
.
= to denote a definition. One can compute

such convolutions efficiently by taking taking the DFT of each sequence, multiplying
the results element by element, and then taking the inverse DFT. Due to the cyclic
nature of the DFT, the resulting convolution is circular; for a linear convolution, the
input data must be padded (dealiased) with zeros.

The amount of zero padding needed to compute the convolution using DFTs
depends on the pointwise multiplication operator in the convolution and the length of
the input data. For example, whenM(f1 . . . ,fA)j = (f1)j · · · (fA)j , one can obtain
all components of a convolution of A inputs with lengths L1, . . . , LA by padding each
input to sizeM =

∑n
i=1 Li−(A−1). However, in some applications not all components

of the convolution are needed; this can reduce the padding requirements.
In this work, we only consider convolutions withA equal-size inputs andB outputs

that result from an arbitrary element-by-element multiplication in the transformed
domain. Given input data {aj}L−1

j=0 that needs to be padded with zeros to length M ,

we construct a buffer f
.
= {fj}M−1

j=0 where fj = aj for j < L and fj = 0 for j ≥ L.
The DFT of f can be written as

Fk =

M−1∑

j=0

ζkjM fj =

L−1∑

j=0

ζkjM fj , k ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1},

where ζN
.
= exp (2πi/N) is the Nth primitive root of unity.

For now, assume that L and M share a common factor m, so that L = pm and
M = qm, where m, p, q ∈ N, with q ≥ p. We can then reindex j and k as

j = tm+ s, t ∈ {0, . . . , p− 1}, s ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1},

k = qℓ+ r, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, r ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}.
This allows us to decompose the DFT via the Cooley–Tukey algorithm [6] as in [3]:

(2.1) Fqℓ+r =

m−1∑

s=0

p−1∑

t=0

ζ(qℓ+r)(tm+s)
qm ftm+s =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmζrsqm

p−1∑

t=0

ζrtq ftm+s.

Computing the DFT of f then amounts to preprocessing and computing q DFTs of
size m; no explicit zero padding is needed. The inverse transform is similar [3]:

(2.2) ftm+s =
1

qm

q−1∑

r=0

ζ−tr
q ζ−sr

qm

m−1∑

ℓ=0

ζ−sℓ
m Fqℓ+r.

This transform requires q DFTs of size m, followed by post-processing. We now
demonstrate how these equations can be implemented to generalize implicit dealiasing
to a wider class of convolutions.
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2.1. Hybrid padding. An issue with the above formulation is the assumption
that L and M must share a common factor m. Furthermore, even if L and M
do share a common factor, the resulting convolution might be inefficient: the most
efficient FFTs currently available are for products of powers of the radices 2, 3, 5, and
7 [8].

Our solution to this problem relies on the observation that M is the minimum
size required to dealias a convolution: padding beyond M is fine (and perhaps desired
if it increases efficiency). Given some m ∈ N, we define

(2.3) p
.
=

⌈
L

m

⌉
, q

.
=

⌈
M

m

⌉
.

These are the smallest positive integers such that pm ≥ L and qm ≥ M . To take
the forward transform, we explicitly pad f with zeros to size pm and then use (2.1)
to compute the padded transform of size qm. To take the inverse transform, we use
(2.2), ignoring the last pm−L elements. We refer to this combination of explicit and
implicit padding, illustrated in Figure 1, as hybrid padding. If out-of-place FFTs are
used, any explicit zero padding only needs to be written to the buffer once.

m

L

pm

M

qm

Fig. 1. An illustration of hybrid padding for a one-dimensional array with L = 6 and M = 11.
Choosing m = 4, we have p = 2 and q = 3. We explicitly pad our data of length L to length pm = 8,
and then implicitly pad our data to length qm = 12.

An advantage of hybrid padding is the ability to choose any m value, as the choice
of m is independent of the size of the input array. For the remainder of this work, we
exclusively refer to padding from size pm to qm, keeping in mind that we might have
to use hybrid padding to achieve this.

2.2. Convolutions one residue at a time. For each r ∈ {0, . . . q − 1}, we
define the residue contribution F r

.
= {Fqℓ+r}m−1

ℓ=0 . A key optimization that allows us
to save memory is that we can compute contributions to the convolution one residue
at a time. To find the inverse for that residue contribution, we compute

hr,s,t
.
= ζ−tr

q ζ−sr
qm

m−1∑

ℓ=0

ζ−sℓ
m Fqℓ+r.

Accumulating over r ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}, we obtain the inverse:

ftm+s =
1

qm

q−1∑

r=0

hr,s,t.
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Algorithm 2.1 convolve is a one-
dimensional complex convolution. There
are A inputs (each of length L, to be
padded to at least length M) and B out-
puts. The convolution uses the multipli-
cation operator mult.

Input: {fa}A−1
a=0 , L, M , m, A, B

p← ⌈L/m⌉
if p = 1 then
n← ⌈M/m⌉
q ← n
Forward←forward1

Backward←backward1

else if p = 2 then
n← ⌈M/m⌉
q ← n
Forward←forward2

Backward←backward2

else
n← ⌈M/m⌉
q ← np
Forward←forwardInner

Backward←backwardInner

for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do
hb ← {0}L−1

j=0

for r = 0, . . . , n− 1 do
for a = 0, . . . , A− 1 do
F a ← Forward(fa, L,m, q, r)

{F b}B−1
b=0 ← mult({F a}A−1

a=0 )
for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do
hb ← hb+Backward(F b, L,m, q, r)

for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do
f b ← hb/(qm)

return {f b}B−1
b=0

Algorithm 2.2 convolveX is a one-
dimensional centered or Hermitian convo-
lution. There are A inputs (each of length
L, to be padded to at least length M) and
B outputs. The convolution uses the mul-
tiplication operator mult. In the centered
version, X denotes C. In the Hermitian ver-
sion, X denotes H and only ⌈L/2⌉ inputs
are provided (corresponding to the non-
negative indices).

Input: {fa}A−1
a=0 , L, M , m, A, B

p← 2⌈L/(2m)⌉ {force even p}
if p = 2 then
Forward←forward2X

Backward←backward2X

else
Forward←forwardInnerX

Backward←backwardInnerX

n← ⌈2M/(pm)⌉
q ← np/2
for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do
hb ← {0}L−1

j=0

for r = 0, . . . , n− 1 do
for a = 0, . . . , A− 1 do

F a ← Forward(fa, L,m, q, r)

{F b}B−1
b=0 ← mult({F a}A−1

a=0 )
for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do

hb ← hb+Backward(F b, L,m, q, r)
for b = 0, . . . , B − 1 do
f b ← hb/(qm)

return {f b}B−1
b=0

This formulation can be advantageous for large problems as it allows reuse of the
memory needed to store F r, illustrated for a binary convolution in Figure 2.

A general convolution applies a given multiplication operator to the DFT of A
inputs to produce B outputs, which are then inverse transformed to produce the fi-
nal result. The contributions to the forward transform from each residue can either
be computed independently or grouped together. When using the conjugate sym-
metry optimization (described in subsection 6.3), it is convenient to compute the r
and −rmod q residues together, with the r = 0 and r = q/2 residues (if q is even)
stored together.

Pseudocode for an in-place convolution is given in Algorithm 2.1. Pseudocode for
the forward and backward transforms is shown in Algorithms 2.3 and 2.4 for p = 1
and Algorithms 2.5 and 2.6 for p = 2. For p > 2, it is more efficient to replace the
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f

g

q−1∑

r=0

hr

F r

Gr

mult

FFT

FFT−1

FFT

Fig. 2. Accumulation of residue contributions to a convolution.

summations in (2.1) and (2.2) by an inner DFT, which is discussed in subsection 6.1.
The pseudocode illustrates only the case where one residue is computed at a time.

Algorithm 2.3 forward1 is the com-
plex forward transform for residue r when
p = 1.

Input: {fj}L−1
j=0 , L,m, q, r

for s = 0, . . . , L− 1 do
Ws ← ζrsqmfs

for s = L, . . . ,m− 1 do
Ws ← 0
{Vℓ}m−1

ℓ=0 ← fft({Ws}m−1
s=0 )

return {Vk}m−1
k=0

Algorithm 2.4 backward1 is the com-
plex backward transform for residue r
when p = 1.

Input: {Fk}m−1
k=0 , L,m, q, r

{Ws}m−1
s=0 ← ifft({Fℓ}m−1

ℓ=0 )
for s = 0, . . . , L− 1 do
Ws ← ζ−rs

qm Ws

return {Wj}L−1
j=0

Algorithm 2.5 forward2 is the com-
plex forward transform for residue r when
p = 2.

Input: {fj}L−1
j=0 , L,m, q, r

for s = 0, . . . , L−m− 1 do

Ws ← ζrsqmfs + ζ
r(m+s)
qm fm+s

for s = L−m, . . . ,m− 1 do
Ws ← ζrsqmfs

{Vℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 ← fft({Ws}m−1

s=0 )

return {Vk}m−1
k=0

Algorithm 2.6 backward2 is the com-
plex backward transform for residue r
when p = 2.

Input: {Fk}m−1
k=0 , L,m, q, r

{Ws}m−1
s=0 ← ifft({Fℓ}m−1

ℓ=0 )
for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
Vs ← ζ−sr

qm Ws

for s = m, . . . , L− 1 do

Vs ← ζ
−(s−m)r
qm Ws−m

return {Vj}L−1
j=0

3. Centered convolutions in one dimension. In certain applications, it is
convenient to center the data within the input array. While it is possible to multiply
the output of the uncentered transform derived in section 2 pointwise by the primitive

roots of unity {ζ−k⌊qm/2⌋
qm }qm−1

k=0 to obtain a centered transform, this is inefficient if
qm is odd because it requires qm−1 extra complex multiplies. When qm is even, one
could in principle account for these required signs within the multiplication routine
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(with no extra reading and writing of the Fourier transformed data); however, this
would detract from the generality of our approach.

To handle the centered case, we build the shift directly into the transforms. Let

p,m ∈ N, with p even, and let f = {fj}pm/2−1
j=−pm/2 be a centered array (obtained by

symmetrically padding an array of length L to length pm, if needed). Implicit padding
to length qm can be accomplished with the transform

(3.1) Fk =

pm/2−1∑

j=−pm/2

ζkjqmfj , k ∈ {0, . . . , qm− 1}.

Separating this sum and shifting the indices, we obtain

Fk =

pm/2−1∑

j=0

ζkjqmfj +

−1∑

j=−pm/2

ζkjqmfj =

pm/2−1∑

j=0

ζkjqmfj + ζ−kp/2
q

pm/2−1∑

j=0

ζkjqmfj−pm/2.

Just as in section 2, we reindex our sum (using the fact that p is even):

j = tm+ s, t ∈ {0, . . . , p
2
− 1}, s ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1},

k = qℓ+ r, ℓ ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1}, r ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1}.
Then (3.1) can be computed with q DFTs of size m:

(3.2) Fqℓ+r =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmwr,s,

where

(3.3) wr,s
.
= ζrsqm




p/2−1∑

t=0

ζrtq
[
ftm+s + ζ−rp

2q ftm+s−pm/2

]

 .

Because the transformed data is not centered, the inverse transform is identical to
(2.2); one must only be careful to store the output values of the inverse transform in
the correct locations. Pseudocode for a centered convolution is given in Algorithm 2.2.
Pseudocode for centered transforms when p = 2 is given in Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2.
For p > 2, see subsection 6.2.

4. Hermitian symmetric convolutions in one dimension. A centered array

f = {fj}pm/2−1
j=−pm/2+1 is Hermitian symmetric if fj = f−j (where the bar denotes

complex conjugation) for all j. Due to the symmetry of the data, one only has to
store approximately half of the input values, as the rest of the data can be computed
(by taking the conjugate) when needed. An array is Hermitian symmetric if and only if
its DFT is real valued. Because of this, Hermitian symmetric data occurs naturally in
many applications, including pseudospectral methods for partial differential equations.

One can use the centered transforms from section 3 to develop Hermitian trans-
forms. The forward transform is given by (3.2), where

(4.1) wr,s
.
= ζrsqm




p/2−1∑

t=0

ζrtq
[
ftm+s + ζ−rp

2q fpm/2−tm−s

]

 .
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Algorithm 3.1 forward2C is the cen-
tered forward transform for residue r
when p = 2.

Input: {fj}L−1
j=0 , L,m, q, r

H ← ⌊L/2⌋
for s = 0, . . . ,m−H − 1 do
Ws ← ζrsqmfH+s

for s = m−H, . . . , L−H − 1 do

Ws ← ζ
r(s−m)
qm fH+s−m + ζrsqmfH+s

for s = L−H, . . . ,m− 1 do

Ws ← ζ
r(s−m)
qm fH+s−m

{Vs}m−1
s=0 ← fft({Ws}m−1

s=0 )

return {Vk}m−1
k=0

Algorithm 3.2 backward2C is the cen-
tered backward transform for residue r
when p = 2.

Input: {Fk}2m−1
k=0 , L,m, q, r

H ← ⌊L/2⌋
{Ws}2m−1

s=m ← ifft({Fs}2m−1
s=m )

for s = m−H, . . . ,m− 1 do

VH+s−m ← ζ
−r(s−m)
qm Ws

for s = 0, . . . , L−H − 1 do
VH+s ← ζ−rs

qm Ws

return {Vj}L−1
j=0

Note that we only require fj for j ∈ {0, . . . , pm/2}. Furthermore, we have the Her-

mitian symmetry wr,s = wr,−s (which holds since the DFT of {wr,s}m−1
s=0 produces

real-valued output) so we only need to compute wr,s for s ∈ {0, . . . , ⌊m/2⌋+1}, using
a complex-to-real DFT to compute each residue contribution.

The inverse transform is once again given by (2.1). Here, the key difference is
that because the input is real, the output is Hermitian symmetric, so that real-to-
complex DFTs can be used. Pseudocode for a Hermitian convolution is given in
Algorithm 2.2. Pseudocode for the Hermitian transforms when p = 2 is given in
Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2. For p > 2, see subsection 6.2.

Algorithm 4.1 forward2H is the Hermit-
ian forward transform for residue r when
p = 2.

Input: {fj}H̃j=0 , L,m, q, r

H̃ ← ⌈L/2⌉
e = ⌊m/2⌋+ 1
for s = 0, . . . ,m− H̃ do
Ws ← ζrsqmfs

for s = m− H̃ + 1, . . . , e− 1 do

Ws ← ζrsqmfs + ζ
r(s−m)
qm fm−s

{Vℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 ← crfft({Ws}e−1

s=0)

return {Vk}2m−1
k=0

Algorithm 4.2 backward2H is the Her-
mitian backward transform for residue r
when p = 2.

Input: {Fk}2m−1
k=0 , L,m, q, r

H̃ ← ⌈L/2⌉
e← ⌊m/2⌋+ 1

{Ws}e−1
s=0 ← rcfft({Fs}m−1

s=0 )
for s = 0, . . . ,m− e do
Vs ← ζ−rs

qm Ws

for s = m− H̃ + 1, . . . ,m− e do

Vm−s ← ζ
−r(m−s)
qm Ws

if m is even then
Ve−1 ← ζ−r

2q We−1

return {Vj}H̃j=0

5. Multidimensional convolutions. An n-dimensional convolution is conven-
tionally computed by performing an FFT of size N1× . . .×Nn, applying the specified
multiplication operator on the transformed data, and then performing an inverse FFT
back to the original space. However, as described in [3] and [15], a better alternative
is to decompose the n-dimensional convolution recursively into

∏n
i=2 Ni FFTs in the
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first dimension, followed by N1 convolutions of dimension n− 1, and finally
∏n

i=2 Ni

inverse FFTs in the first dimension. This is illustrated in Figure 3. At the inner-
most level, a recursive multidimensional convolution reduces to a one-dimensional
convolution.

The most important advantage of decomposing a multidimensional convolution
is that one can reuse the work buffer for each subconvolution, reducing the total
memory footprint. These storage savings are attainable regardless of whether explicit
or implicit dealiasing is used for the underlying padded FFTs.

FFT1 FFT2 . . . FFTn mult FFT−1
n

. . . FFT−1
2 FFT−1

1

n dimensional FFT n dimensional FFT−1

n− 1 dimensional convolution

Fig. 3. Recursive computation of an n-dimensional convolution.

For example, the memory management for a single-threaded 2D padded complex
convolution for A = 2 and B = 1 is shown in Figure 4. For each rx ∈ {0, 1, . . . , qx − 1},
the residue contribution to the padded x FFT of the input buffers is stored in the
square boxes. A padded FFT of each input is then performed in the y direction,
column-by-column, using a one-dimensional work buffer, to produce a single column
of the Fourier-transformed image, depicted in yellow. The Fourier transformed col-
umns of two inputs F and G are then multiplied pointwise and stored back into the
F column. At this point, the inverse y transform can then be performed, with the
truncated result stored in the lower half of the column, next to the previously pro-
cessed data shown in red. This process is repeated on the remaining columns, shifting
and reusing the work buffers. Once all the columns have been processed, an inverse
transform in the x direction produces the final rx contribution to the convolution.

Frx Grx

Fig. 4. The reuse of memory to compute the contribution of a single x residue to a 2D binary
convolution with two inputs and one output: a 1D padded y FFT is applied to columns of F rx
and Grx to produce the two stacked yellow columns that are fed to the multiplication operator,
producing one stacked column to be inverse y transformed into a single column (like the red one
shown on the left). The upper column is then reused for processing subsequent columns.

The reuse of subconvolution work memory allows the convolution to be computed
using less total memory: for a d-dimensional p/q padded convolution, the work mem-
ory requirement is (A + B)pmLd−1 complex words, where p = ⌈L/m⌉ (not counting
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the storage requirements for the input data). In contrast, explicit padding requires
a typically much larger buffer of size E

.
= C(q/p)dLd words, where C = max(A,B).

For example, computing a d-dimensional dealiased convolution implicitly for A = 2
and B = 1 with padding ratio p/q = 1/2 and m = L ≫ 1 asymptotically requires
a storage of 3E/2d+1. In particular, in one dimension, the general formulation of
implicit padding requires 3/4 of the work memory required by explicit padding. For

a 2/3 padding ratio, implicit padding requires a storage of (2/3)
d−1

E. In addition to
having reduced memory requirements, a dealiased multidimensional convolution de-
composed in this way is significantly faster than a conventional implementation due
to better data locality and the elimination of transforms of data known a priori to
be zero.

For Hermitian-symmetric data, we assume that the origin is in the center of the
unsymmetrized domain (only about half of which is retained). The outer convolutions
are centered, while the innermost convolution is Hermitian. The input is assumed to
be Hermitian symmetric on the hyperplane orthogonal to the innermost direction.

The FFTs in multithreaded convolutions can be parallelized by dividing the∏n
i=2 Ni one-dimensional FFTs among several threads. Similarly, the N1 subcon-

volutions can be parallelized over T ≤ N1 threads using T work buffers [15].

6. Numerical implementation. In this section, we describe several optimiza-
tions that significantly improve the performance of the underlying one-dimensional
padded/unpadded FFTs.

6.1. Inner loop optimization. Consider the complex case described in sec-
tion 2. The preprocessing done in (2.1) is itself a padded FFT from size p to size q
and the post-processing in (2.2) is an unpadded FFT from size q to size p. Thus, if p
and q share a common factor, one can use these equations recursively.

We redefine q in (2.3) as the smallest positive multiple of p such that qm ≥M :

n
.
=

⌈
M

pm

⌉
, q

.
= np.

To compute the preprocessing in (2.1), we let r = un + v, where u ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1},
and v ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}. Then the forward transform becomes

Fqℓ+un+v =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmζ(un+v)s
qm

p−1∑

t=0

ζutp

(
ζvtq ftm+s

)
,

so the sum over t can be computed using n DFTs of size p. Similarly, the post-
processing in (2.2),

(6.1) ftm+s =
1

qm

n−1∑

v=0

ζ−tv
np

p−1∑

u=0

ζ−tu
p ζ−s(un+v)

qm

m−1∑

ℓ=0

ζ−sℓ
m Fqℓ+un+v,

requires the sum of n DFTs of size p. In this optimization we consider each v to be
a residue; the full transform then has n residue contributions of size pm. Note that
the sum over v is not a DFT as the input depends on both v and t. Pseudocode for
the inner loop is given in Algorithms 6.1 and 6.2.

6.2. Inner loop for centered and Hermitian arrays. Just as we did for
the complex (uncentered) case, we can apply the same recursive techniques to the
centered case described in section 3. The summation in (3.3) is itself a padded DFT
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Algorithm 6.1 forwardInner is the
complex forward transform for residue v
when p > 2.

Input: {fj}L−1
j=0 , L,m, q, v

p← ⌈L/m⌉
for t = 0, . . . , p− 2 do
for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
Wtm+s ← ζvtq ftm+s

t0 ← p− 1
for s = 0, . . . , L− t0m− 1 do
Wt0m+s ← ζvt0q ft0m+s

for s = L− t0m, . . . ,m− 1 do
Wt0m+s ← 0

for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
{Wum+s}p−1

u=0 ← fft({Wtm+s}p−1
t=0 )

for u = 0, . . . , p− 1 do
for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do

Wum+s ← ζ
(un+v)s
qm Wum+s

{Fum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 ← fft({Wum+s}m−1

s=0 )

return {Fk}pm−1
k=0

Algorithm 6.2 backwardInner is the
complex backward transform for residue v
when p > 2.

Input: {Fk}pm−1
k=0 , L,m, q, v

p← ⌈L/m⌉
for u = 0, . . . , p− 1 do
{Wum+s}m−1

s=0 ← ifft({Fum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 )

for u = 0, . . . , p− 1 do
for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do

Wum+s ← ζ
−s(un+v)
qm Wum+s

for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
{Wtm+s}p−1

t=0 ← ifft({Wum+s}p−1
u=0)

for t = 0, . . . , p− 2 do
for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do

Vtm+s ← ζ−tv
q Wtm+s

t0 ← p− 1
for s = 0, . . . , L−mt0 − 1 do
Vt0m+s ← ζ−t0v

q Wt0m+s

return {Vj}L−1
j=0

from size p/2 to size q. Therefore, if q shares a factor with p/2, we can use the
transforms in subsection 6.1 to preform the preprocessing.

In our implementation, we consider two cases. If p = 2, we directly sum the two
terms in wr,s. If p > 2 (with p assumed to be even), we define

n
.
=

⌈
2M

pm

⌉
, q

.
= n

p

2
.

Then, letting r = un + v, where u ∈ {0, . . . , p/2 − 1}, and v ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}, we
compute

wun+v,s = ζ(un+v)s
qm

p/2−1∑

t=0

ζutp/2

[
ζvtq

(
ftm+s + ζ−v

n ftm+s−pm/2

)]
.

For each value of v, each of these sums is a DFT of length p/2. Then, using (3.2), we
compute

(6.2) Fqℓ+un+v =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmwun+v,s.

The inverse transform is the same as (6.1). Pseudocode for the centered case is given
in Algorithms A.1 and A.2.

These equations also apply to the Hermitian case (section 4), using fj = f−j

whenever j < 0; however, unlike the outer FFTs of length m, the preprocessing and
postprocessing stages use complex-to-complex FFTs. Pseudocode for the Hermitian
case is given in Algorithms A.3 and A.4.
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6.3. Conjugate symmetry optimization. We can also exploit conjugate sym-
metries in the primitive roots. This has been used in previous implementations of
implicit dealiasing [3] for centered convolutions, as discussed in section 3. Here we
extend the technique to more general situations, including p > 2.

First, we consider the complex case (section 2). We use the inner-loop formulation
from subsection 6.1 for generality. Assuming that v /∈ {0, n/2}, define

As,t,v
.
= ζvtq Re ftm+s, Bs,t,v

.
= iζvtq Im ftm+s.

Then we have

Fqℓ+un+v =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmζ(un+v)s
qm

[
p−1∑

t=0

ζutp (As,t,v +Bs,t,v)

]
,

Fqℓ+un−v =

m−1∑

s=0

ζℓsmζ(un−v)s
qm

[
p−1∑

t=0

ζutp

(
As,t,v −Bs,t,v

)
]
.

This allows us to compute Fqℓ+un+v and Fqℓ+un−v together efficiently.
A similar optimization in the centered and Hermitian cases (described in sections 3

and 4) is obtained with

As,t,v
.
= ζvtq

(
Re ftm+s + ζ−v

n Re ftm+s−pm/2

)
,

Bs,t,v
.
= iζvtq

(
Im ftm+s + ζ−v

n Im ftm+s−pm/2

)
,

which allows us to compute (6.2) using

wun+v,s = ζ(un+v)s
qm



p/2−1∑

t=0

ζutp/2 (As,t,v +Bs,t,v)


 ,

wun−v,s = ζ(un−v)s
qm



p/2−1∑

t=0

ζutp/2

(
As,t,v −Bs,t,v

)

 .

6.4. Overwrite optimization. For certain padded FFTs, where all residues
are computed at once, the input array is large enough to hold all but one of the
residue contributions. We have designed specialized algorithms for such cases, with
one residue contribution written to the output buffer and the others stored in the
input buffer.

The overwrite optimization is particularly advantageous in the complex case (sec-
tion 2) when M ≤ 2L and m = L, so that p = 1 and q = 2. In this case, the input
buffer already contains the preprocessed data for r = 0 and the preprocessed data
ζsqmfs for r = 1 is written to the output buffer. The input and output buffers are
then individually Fourier transformed to obtain the required residues. The backwards
transform does the reverse operation: it first performs inverse Fourier transforms on
the input and output buffers, then adds products of the output buffer and roots of
unity to the input buffer.

To use the overwrite optimization for computing a one-dimensional convolution,
the number of inputs A must be at least as large as the number of outputs B. Un-
der this same restriction, the overwrite optimization can be implemented for each
dimension of a multidimensional convolution.
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6.5. Loop optimizations. If the overwrite optimization is not applicable, other
data flow improvements may be possible. Suppose that we compute a block of D
residues at a time as suggested in subsection 2.2. Normally, the contribution to the
inverse padded Fourier transform from the block containing residue 0 is stored in an
accumulation buffer; the contributions from the remaining residues are then added to
this buffer by iterating over the other residue blocks. If there are no other residue
blocks, a separate accumulation buffer is not needed; one can accumulate the residues
entirely within the input buffer.

Another optimization is possible when A > B and there are exactly two residue
blocks, which we label 0 and r. In this case, we compute all A forward-padded FFT
contributions to residue block 0 in an output buffer F and apply the multiplication
operator, freeing up the storage in F associated with A−B inputs. We then transform
the contributions to residue block r, A−B inputs at a time, each time writing A−B
inverse-transformed contributions from residue block 0 to the input buffer. Once
all A contributions to residue block r have been forward transformed, we apply the
multiplication operator and accumulate the contributions from the inverse transform
in the input buffer.

7. Numerical results. This work presents several algorithms for computing
padded FFTs. Which algorithm is optimal for a given problem depends on the number
of inputs A and outputs B, the multiplication operator mult, the input data length L,
the padded length M , the number of copies C of the transform to be computed
simultaneously, and the stride S between successive data elements of each copy. We
only consider the efficiently packed case, where the distance in memory between the
first elements of each copy is one. Vectorized and parallelized C++ versions of these
algorithms have been implemented in the open-source library FFTW++ [4].

We determine the fastest algorithm for a given problem empirically, scanning over
the underlying FFT size m, the number D of residues to be computed at a time, and
whether or not to use in-place or out-of-place FFTs. These parameters then determine
the values of p and q to use in our padded FFT algorithms.

Our optimizer measures the time required to compute a one-dimensional in-place
dealiased convolution for a particular set of parameters, using the given multiplica-
tion routine. As described in section 5, multidimensional convolutions are decomposed
into a sequence of padded FFTs, a one-dimensional convolution, and then a sequence
of inverse padded FFTs. We assume that the padded/unpadded FFT pairs can be
optimized independently in each dimension. This is accomplished by performing one-
dimensional convolutions using each padded FFT pair, without calling the multiplica-
tion routine. In practice, this decoupling works well and leads to efficient optimization
of multidimensional convolutions. If the outermost pair FFT1 and FFT−1

1 in Figure 3
are to be multithreaded over T threads, optimization of the remaining FFTs should
be performed over T concurrent copies, to simulate the execution environment.

We benchmarked our algorithms with a liquid-cooled Intel i9-12900K processor
(5.2GHz, 8 performance cores) on an ASUS ROG Strix Z690-F motherboard with
128GB of DDR5 memory (5GHz), using version 12.2.1 of the GCC compiler with the op-
timizations -Ofast -fomit-frame-pointer -fstrict-aliasing -ffast-math. The
underlying FFTs were computed with version 3.3.10 of the adaptive FFTW [7, 8] li-
brary under the Fedora 37 operating system. Multithreading was implemented with
the OpenMP library.

7.1. One-dimensional convolutions. In Figure 5 we plot median execution
times (normalized to L log2 L) for one-dimensional in-place convolutions of L complex
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words (with M = 2L) over one thread for explicit zero padding using in-place (IP)
or out-of-place (OP) FFTs, implicit dealiasing [15], and hybrid dealiasing. We see
that hybrid dealiasing is much faster than both explicit and implicit dealiasing for
large sizes and is generally competitive with optimized out-of-place explicit algorithms
(which it reduces to) for small sizes. In Figure 6 we plot the normalized times for the
same one-dimensional convolutions parallelized over 8 threads. In these plots, only
power-of-two sizes are benchmarked since these are optimal FFT sizes.
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Fig. 5. In-place 1D complex convolutions of
length L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 1 thread.
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Fig. 6. In-place 1D complex convolutions of
length L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 8 threads.

In Figures 7 and 8 we plot the normalized times for one-dimensional Hermitian
convolutions of size L padded to M = 3L/2 over 1 thread and 8 threads, respectively.
We benchmark hybrid dealiasing separately for those sizes that are optimal for explicit
dealiasing and for implicit dealiasing. For the implicit dealiasing algorithms developed
in [3, 15], the optimal sizes are one less than a power of two. In our implementation
of hybrid dealiasing, we normally adjust these sizes to exact powers of two to allow us
to use the overwrite optimization. For explicit dealiasing, the optimal values of L are
2
⌊
2n+2

3

⌋
− 1 for positive integers n. We observe that hybrid dealiasing outperforms

implicit dealiasing at optimal implicit sizes and performs about as well as explicit
dealiasing at optimal explicit sizes.

7.2. Two-dimensional convolutions. In Figures 9 and 10 we plot the normal-
ized median times for 2D complex convolutions of size L×L. On a single thread, these
benchmarks show that at all sizes, hybrid dealiasing is faster than implicit dealiasing
and much faster than explicit dealiasing. On 8 threads, hybrid dealiasing outperforms
both methods except at L = 64. In both cases an x stride of L+ 2 was used.

In Figures 11 and 12, which record normalized median times for two-dimensional
Hermitian convolutions of size L×L, we see that hybrid dealiasing outperforms both
implicit and explicit dealiasing for all sizes. In both cases we used an x stride of

⌈
L
2

⌉
+2.

To illustrate the sometimes counter-intuitive optimal parameters, in the single-
threaded case with L = 2048, the optimizer chose the parameters m = 16, p = 128,
q = 192, and D = 1 in the x direction and performed the transform in place (using the
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Fig. 7. In-place 1D Hermitian convolutions
of length L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 1 thread.
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Fig. 8. In-place 1D Hermitian convolutions
of length L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 8 threads.
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Fig. 9. In-place 2D complex convolutions of
size L× L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 1 thread.
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Fig. 10. In-place 2D complex convolutions
of size L×L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 8 threads.

inner loop optimization), whereas in the y direction, out-of-place explicit dealiasing
(m = 3072 and p = q = D = 1) was optimal.

7.3. Three-dimensional convolutions. In Figures 13 and 14 we benchmark
three-dimensional complex convolutions. In the single-threaded case we used the y
stride Sy = L + 2 and the x stride SyL + 2; in the multithreaded-threaded case, we
used the y stride Sy = L and the x stride SyL + 4. Again, we observe that hybrid
dealiasing outperforms the other two methods.

In Figure 15 we observe that for three-dimensional Hermitian convolutions on a
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Fig. 11. In-place 2D Hermitian convolu-
tions of size L × L with A = 2 and B = 1 on
1 thread.
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Fig. 12. In-place 2D Hermitian convolu-
tions of size L × L with A = 2 and B = 1 on
8 threads.
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Fig. 13. In-place 3D complex convolutions
of size L × L × L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 1
thread.
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Fig. 14. In-place 3D complex convolutions
of size L × L × L with A = 2 and B = 1 on 8
threads.

single thread, hybrid dealiasing performs better than implicit dealiasing and much
better than explicit dealiasing, except at L = 21. As seen in Figure 16, when run on 8
threads, hybrid dealiasing is much faster than the other methods for all sizes. In the
single-threaded case we used the y stride Sy =

⌈
L
2

⌉
+2 and the x stride SyL+2; in the

multithreaded-threaded case, we used the y stride Sy = L and the x stride SyL+ 4.
In Figure 17, we emphasize that, unlike explicit and implicit dealiasing, hybrid

dealiasing performs consistently well over a range of arbitrary sizes.
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Fig. 15. In-place 3D Hermitian convolu-
tions of size L×L×L with A = 2 and B = 1 on
1 thread.
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Fig. 16. In-place 3D Hermitian convolu-
tions of size L×L×L with A = 2 and B = 1 on
8 threads.

8. Future work. Many applications rely on real convolutions: signal processing,
image processing, and convolutional neural networks. FFT-based convolutions are
widely used in signal and image processing and are beginning to be used to accelerate
the training of convolutional neural networks [12, 10, 11, 5]. The algorithms described
in this work operate on complex data and are not optimal for the real input data used
in such applications. Moreover, many of these applications involve convolving input
data with a relatively small kernel. Because kernel sizes are typically much smaller
than the arrays they are convolved with, the majority of the padded kernel is made up
of zeros. In future work, we will specialize hybrid dealiasing to real arrays of different
lengths and develop a general toolkit for diverse applications.

One of the strengths of our formulation for computing padded/unpadded DFTs
is that we decompose them into full DFTs, facilitating the use of existing FFT al-
gorithms. Hybrid dealiasing does not attempt to compete with, but rather harness,
modern FFT libraries.

Unfortunately, the real-to-complex case is not as simple as the complex and Her-
mitian cases described in this work. For Hermitian symmetric data (section 4) each
residue contribution is real, as it is part of a larger real array and can be computed
using a complex-to-real DFT. For real data, the contribution of any residue other than
zero is not, in general, Hermitian symmetric. Therefore, one cannot simply compute
the residue contribution using a real-to-complex DFT. While one could pack the real
data into a smaller complex array and use the algorithms described in this paper,
such schemes are less efficient than algorithms designed with real data in mind [16].

9. Conclusion. This work combines several ideas to implement efficient de-
aliased convolutions for arbitrary padding ratios. Hybrid dealiasing combines the
techniques of implicit and explicit dealiasing to exploit optimal transform sizes of the
underlying FFT library. By exploiting smaller FFT sizes than used in [3], hybrid
dealiasing can store the required roots of unity in short unfactorized tables. The
recognition that the preprocessing in (2.1) is itself a padded FFT is crucial to an
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Fig. 17. Semi-log plot of 3D in-place complex convolution timings for incremental sizes L×L×L
with A = 2 and B = 1 on 1 thread. As is common practice, explicit dealiasing pads past 2L up to
the next power of two (in this case 256). Optimal explicit dealiasing zero pads beyond 2L to the
empirically determined optimal size.

efficient implementation for general padding ratios.
Hybrid dealiasing is ideally suited for implementing pseudospectral simulations

of partial differential equations. For example, the three-dimensional incompressible
Navier–Stokes equations can be implemented with the Basdevant formulation using
A = 3 and B = 5, while the two-dimensional formulation uses A = B = 2 [1]. Like-
wise, the incompressible three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic equations can be
implemented with A = 6 and B = 8.1 The generality of the formulation described in
this paper can also be applied to the cascade direction of nth-order Casimir invariants
of two-dimensional turbulence, such as

∑
j ω

n(xj), where ω is the scalar vorticity [2];
this requires a padding ratio of 2/(n+ 1).

The naive way of exploiting the convolution theorem is to take the Fourier trans-
form of the entire input data, perform the necessary multiplication, and then take the
inverse transform. However, if a convolution is all that is needed, we have seen that
better performance can be achieved by localizing the computations; one can compute
the contribution to the convolution one residue at a time. Furthermore, multidimen-
sional convolutions can be done more efficiently by decomposing them into an outer
FFT, a lower-dimensional convolution, and an inverse FFT. The possibility of reusing
work memory in this recursive formulation is responsible for most of the dramatic
performance gains that are observed in two and three dimensions.

Acknowledgment. Financial support for this work was provided by grants
RES0043585 and RES0046040 from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research
Council of Canada.

1Here we correct an error in [15]; only A+B = 14 FFT calls are required.
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Appendix A. Centered and Hermitian inner loop pseudocode. Pseu-
docode for computing centered padded/unpadded FFTs with the inner loop opti-
mization (subsection 6.2) is presented in Algorithms A.1 and A.2. The Hermitian
case is documented in Algorithms A.3 and A.4.

Algorithm A.1 forwardInnerC is the
centered complex forward transform for
residue v when p > 2. Here δt is the Kron-
ecker δt,0.

Input: {fj}L−1
j=0 , L,m, q, v

H ← ⌊L/2⌋
p2 ← ⌈L/(2m)⌉
m0 ← p2m−H
m1 ← L−H − (p2 − 1)m
for s = 0, . . . ,m0 − 1 do
Ws ← fH+s

for t = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
m2 ← (m1 −m)δt−(p2−1) +m
for s = m0δt, . . . ,m2 − 1 do

Wtm+s ← ζ
v(t−p2)
q f(t−p2)m+H+s+
ζvtq ftm+H+s

for s = m1, . . . ,m− 1 do
W(p2−1)m+s ← ζ−v

q f−m+H+s

for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
{Wum+s}p2−1

u=0 ← fft({Wtm+s}p2−1
t=0 )

for u = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1 do

Wum+s ← ζ
(un+v)s
qm Wum+s

{Vum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 ← fft({Wum+s}m−1

s=0 )

return {Vk}p2m−1
k=0

Algorithm A.2 backwardInnerC is the
centered complex backward transform for
residue v when p > 2. Here δt is the Kron-
ecker δt,0.

Input: {Fk}pm/2−1
k=0 , L,m, q, v

H ← ⌊L/2⌋
p2 ← ⌈L/(2m)⌉
m0 ← p2m−H
m1 ← L−H − (p2 − 1)m
for u = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
{Wum+s}m−1

s=0 ← ifft({Fum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 )

for s = 1, . . . ,m− 1 do

Wum+s ← ζ
−(un+v)s
qm Wum+s

for s = 0, . . . ,m− 1 do
{Wtm+s}p2−1

t=0 ← ifft({Wum+s}p2−1
u=0 )

for s = 0, . . . ,m0 − 1 do
VH+s ←Ws

for t = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
m2 ← (m1 −m)δt−(p2−1) +m
for s = m0δt, . . . ,m2 − 1 do

V(t−p2)m+H+s ← ζ
−v(t−p2)
q Wtm+s

Vtm+H+s ← ζ−vt
q Wtm+s

for s = m1, . . . ,m− 1 do
V−m+H+s ← ζvqW(p2−1)m+s

return {Vj}L−1
j=0
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Algorithm A.3 forwardInnerH is the
Hermitian forward transform for residue v
when p > 2. Here δt is the Kronecker δt,0.

Input: {fj}H̃j=0 , L,m, q, v

H̃ ← ⌈L/2⌉
e← ⌊m/2⌋+ 1
p2 ← ⌈L/(2m)⌉
n← q/p2

m0 ← min
(
p2m− H̃ + 1, e

)

for s = 0, . . . ,m0 − 1 do
Ws ← fs

for t = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
for s = m0δt, . . . , e− 1 do

Wte+s ← ζ
v(t−p2)
q f(p2−t)m−s+
ζvtq ftm+s

for s = 0, . . . , e− 1 do
{Wue+s}p2−1

u=0 ← fft({Wte+s}p2−1
t=0 )

for u = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
for s = 1, . . . , e− 1 do

Wue+s ← ζ
(un+v)s
qm Wue+s

{Vum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 ← crfft({Wue+s}e−1

s=0)

return {Vk}p2m−1
k=0

Algorithm A.4 backwardInnerH is
the Hermitian backward transform for
residue v when p > 2. Here δt is the
Kronecker δt,0.

Input: {Fk}pm/2−1
k=0 , L,m, q, v

H̃ ← ⌈L/2⌉
e← ⌊m/2⌋+ 1
p2 ← ⌈L/(2m)⌉
n← q/p2

m0 ← min
(
p2m− H̃ + 1, e

)

for u = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
{Wue+s}e−1

s=0 ← rcfft({Fum+ℓ}m−1
ℓ=0 )

for s = 1, . . . , e− 1 do

Wue+s ← ζ
−(un+v)s
qm Wue+s

for s = 0, . . . , e− 1 do
{Wte+s}p2−1

t=0 ← ifft({Wue+s}p2−1
u=0 )

for s = 1, . . . ,m0 − 1 do
Vs ←Ws

for t = 0, . . . , p2 − 1 do
Vtm ← ζ−vt

q Wte

for s = (m0 − 1)δt + 1, . . . ,m− e do
Vtm+s ← ζ−vt

q Wte+s

V(p2−t)m−s ← ζ
−v(p2−t)
q Wte+s

if m is even then
for t = 0, . . . , p2 do

Vtm+e−1 ← ζ−vt
q We(t+1)−1

return {Vj}H̃j=0
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